IIRSM Qatar

22 Jan 2019 (Tuesday)

Presented by:
Er. Balamurugan Arunachalam
IIRSM Qatar Branch Chairman
Ground Rules

- Fire alarm / Attendance / exits
- Toilets / smoking / drinks
- 120 minutes duration for this meeting
- Phones – switch off or put it silent
- Confidentiality
Welcome & Announcements

Welcome to:

- All of our members and visitors, especially those attending for the first time;

- Representatives of our sponsor Vibrant Consultancy;
New Members to our family – Dec & Jan

1. Mr. Proloy Kumar Das, MIIRSM
2. Mr. Mukherjee, MIIRSM
3. Dr. Zouk, MIIRSM
Become IIRSM Member

Start 2019 as you mean to go on, and join IIRSM.

Five reasons to be a member:

1. Use globally recognised designatory letters to showcase your risk expertise.
2. Access a wealth of resources and expert advice.
3. Network with a diverse community to learn and share experiences.
4. Volunteer to give back to your profession, whilst developing skills and knowledge.
5. Access exclusive discounts on training, events and other CPD activities.

"I get good support and networking through IIRSM”

For more information:
W: www.iirsm.org  T: +44 (0)20 8741 9100  E: membership@iirsm.org
Qatar Branch Committee Members

A Balamurugan, MIIRSM, RSP
- Chairman
- hsebalamurugan@gmail.com
- 6624 3794

Leo S. Dote, MIIRSM, RSP
- Vice Chair
- Lsdote_emt@yahoo.com
- 5560 6495

Philmar Potente, MIIRSM
- Secretary
- Philmar.potz@yahoo.com
- 5593 4691

Viv Turner, FIIRSM
- Technical Advisor
- Viv.turner@me.com
- 3318 5179

Santosh Pillai, MIIRSM
- Technical Advisor
- santosh@vibrantglobal.org
- 7040 6468

Reece Chahal, MIIRSM
- Technical Advisor
- Chahal.reece66@gmail.com
- 3366 8891
Agenda

- **18:30-18:35** - Ground Rules & Meeting Agenda – Balamurugan. A
- **18:35-18:45** - Qatar Legal Focus – Balamurugan. A
- **18:45-19:15** - Risk Management – Viv Turner
- **19:15-19:30** - Refreshments and open discussion
- **19:30-19:45** - Lesson Learnt – Reece Chahal
- **19:45-20:15** - Welding Safety – Akhil Kumar
- **20:15-20:30** – AOB and next meeting – Balamurugan. A
Legal Focus

- **Resolution No. 17 of 2005** by the Minister of Civil Service & Housing Affairs Concerning the Determination of the Requirements and Specifications of Labour Proper Accommodation

- **Resolution No.18 of 2014** Worker Accommodation Planning Regulations by Ministry of Municipality and Environment.
  

- **QCS 2014 – Chapter 1, Section 10.10 – H&S for Labour Accommodation Residents** – Page # 46 - 52.

- **Workers’ Welfare Standards – Edition 2**
  
  [https://www.sc.qa/sites/default/files/docs/Workers'-Welfare-Standards.pdf](https://www.sc.qa/sites/default/files/docs/Workers'-Welfare-Standards.pdf)
18:45 hrs -19:15 hrs.

With over 30 years in construction and related industries, of which over 20 years have been directly related to Project and Health, Safety and Environmental Management, in a wide range of projects and industries. Diverse experience and a desire to be the best. Ability to adapt to situations as well as develop and implement management systems (including Integrated Management Systems for ISO 9000, 14000 and OHSAS 18000 and backbone of Qatar IIRSM Branch.

Risk Management – Viv Turner
Networking

19:15-19:30

Refreshments and open discussion
Agenda # 2

19:30-19:45

Committed and dedicated to the management of health, safety for over 20 years. Having worked on many high profile and complex construction projects including rail, highways, commercial, residential and aviation he have gained a vast amount of experience and expertise regarding the implementation, monitoring and enforcement of all HSE requirements applicable to construction related projects in both the UK, and the Middle East,

He have a Degree in Health, Safety & Environmental Management, accredited Occupational Hygienist and a qualified HSE Trainer, also qualified and approved to undertake 14001,18001 and 9001 audits.

Lesson Learnt – Reece Chahal

HSE Country Manager

LARSEN & TOUBRO
19:45-20:15

- Akhil Kumar HSE Instructor is working with Vibrant Consultancy for last 4 years. Has experience in conducting training in various HSE related topics. His background is LEEA, LMM (Lifting Machine Manual), ASNT (American Society for Non-destructive Testing) Level 2, AWS (American Welding Society & CWI (Certified welding Inspector)).

Welding Safety – Akhil Kumar
Agenda # 04

- 20:15-20:30 - Open Forum / Job Opening / CPD.
- What help required from Qatar Branch Committee for visitor/non-members to become IIRSM members.
(now is the time to raise questions from work)
Other Business

(+974 6624 3794)
Text me with your IIRSM membership number

International Institute of Risk and Safety Management (IIRSM) Qatar Branch

International Institute of Risk and Safety Management (IIRSM) Qatar Branch

www.iirsm.org
Sharing pics of accident victims punishable in Qatar / Defamation, misuse of photos to attract stricter punishment

- Law no 4 of 2017 Article 333
Upcoming Events and Meetings

February 2019

19-Feb-2019 (Tuesday) - IIRSM Qatar Branch Monthly Meeting.
A Word of Thanks

➢ To our sponsor **Vibrant Global** for support of the branch for the remainder of this year.

➢ To all of you, our members and visitors, for making the effort to attend and support IIRSM.
A Word of Thanks